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Zipkin is a Java-based distributed tracing system to collect and look up data from distributed systems. Too many things could happen when a reque

In this post, you’ll learn what Zipkin is and why it matters in a microservices or a distributed system architecture. Then, following the example appli

What Is Distributed Tracing?

We’ve opened the post by saying that Zipkin is a distributed tracing system. Before we go any further, it might make sense to de�ne what distribute

As its name suggests, distributed tracing is a speci�c type of tracing, i.e. a technique you use to monitor and pro�le applications. The “distributed” m

Thanks to distributed tracing, teams can track a single request through an application, from the moment the transaction reaches the “edge” of the a

What Is Zipkin?

Zipkin is an open source distributed tracing system based on Dapper’s paper from Google. Dapper is Google’s system for its system distributed trac

Zipkin helps you �nd out exactly where a request to the application has spent more time. Whether it’s an internal call inside the code or an internal 

For example, a request to a microservice could have taken longer than the usual time (one minute). With Zipkin, you can easily learn whether the ap

Now, let’s take a look at Zipkin’s components to understand more how the timing data arrives at Zipkin.

Zipkin Architecture Components

Zipkin is not just a tool to graphically view a system’s traces. It might help to learn more about Zipkin’s components to understand why Zipkin won’t

As soon as the request ends—and before the user receives a response—Zipkin sends a trace as a single span asynchronously to the collector (keep 

A collector is a daemon that validates and indexes the data in the storage. Storage is a pluggable component that can be Cassandra, Elasticsearch, 

It might look like performance will be degraded by having instrumentation that sends traces to Zipkin. Truth be told, it could, but remember that yo

Let’s see now how to integrate distributed tracing into an application by using OpenCensus and Zipkin.

Distributed Tracing With OpenCensus and Zipkin

I’ll continue using the simple Go HTTP API I used in the OpenCensus post; you can �nd the latest version of the code at Github under https://github

1. Pre-Requirements: Install and Configure

To make this guide easier to follow, I decided to use the following:

1. Docker, which will help you run the other tools we’ll use more easily.

2. Go tools to build and run the sample application.

After installing Go, let’s get the OpenCensus libraries in your local environment. Run this command:

go get -u -v go.opencensus.io/...

Now you’ll be able to import the libraries for Zipkin and add it to the application code.

2. Instrument a Go HTTP API With OpenCensus

I’ll include the �nal version of the code (the combination of all these code snippets) at the end of this section. In case this gets confusing along the 

In the main.go �le, add the following code into the import section:

"go.opencensus.io/exporter/zipkin" "contrib.go.opencensus.io/trace" openzipkin "github.com/openzipkin/zipkin

The above code includes the OpenCensus libraries for Zipkin and tracing, as well as the of�cial libraries to send traces to Zipkin.

For reading purposes, create a function to register Zipkin as an exporter:

func registerZipkin(){ 

 localEndpoint, err := openzipkin.NewEndpoint("golangsvc", "192.168.1.61:8080")  

  if err != nil {  

  log.Fatalf("Failed to create Zipkin exporter: %v", err) 

  }  

  reporter := zipkinHTTP.NewReporter("http://localhost:9411/api/v2/spans")  

  exporter := zipkin.NewExporter(reporter, localEndpoint)  

 trace.RegisterExporter(exporter)  

 trace.ApplyConfig(trace.Config{DefaultSampler: trace.AlwaysSample()}) 

}

Include the call to this function into the “main()” function. As you can see, the function doesn’t require any parameters. And that’s it. When you run 

If you want to use sample traces, remove the line “trace.ApplyCon�g(trace.Con�g{DefaultSampler: trace.AlwaysSample()})”. Otherwise, with this lin

But wait a second—what if you need more details of what happens in each request? If it’s a call to an external API, you need to make sure that the o

For example, look closely at the cache function:

func cache(r *http.Request) { 

 _, span := trace.StartSpan(r.Context(), "cache") 

 defer span.End() 

 time.Sleep(time.Duration(rand.Intn(100)+1) * time.Millisecond) 

}

You’ll see that I added this code to report a span: “_, span := trace.StartSpan(r.Context(), “cache”)”. If there’s an existing Zipkin header, the span wi

The complete code of “main.go” will look like this:

package main import ( "log" "math/rand" "net/http" "strings" "time"  "contrib.go.opencensus.io/exporter/prom

3. Install Zipkin Locally

Let’s use Docker to run Zipkin locally. To do so, run the following command:

docker run -d -p 9411:9411 openzipkin/zipkin

Now open in the browser the following URL: http://localhost:9411/.

4. Generate Traces From the HTTP API

Once you have the code ready and Zipkin is running, let’s run the application with the following command:

go run main.go

In the browser, open the URL http://localhost:8080/list and refresh the page as many times as you wish to generate a trace every time you hit the “/

5. View Traces in Zipkin

Go back to the Zipkin browser window and you should see something similar to this:

You can play with the �lters to only see the traces for the path “/list” as I did. Then, select a trace and click on its SHOW button and you’ll see some

Another option that works is that you can include the trace ID in the response payload of the application and use that ID when a customer complain

You can see how much time this request spent in each function. For example, you could say that the problem is with the call to the microservice and

What if you’re calling a dependency (such as a cache) more than once? With Zipkin, it’s easy to spot those type of issues.

Troubleshoot Distributed Systems With Zipkin

Don’t waste valuable time debugging your applications in production. When you instrument the code by adding traces you can easily spot almost an

Developers or anyone interested in helping recover from a downtime could have access to the Zipkin UI and contribute to solving the problem. Havi

After learning about Zipkin and distributed tracing, what should your next step be? Well, you might want to stick around at the Scalyr blog, where w

While you’re at it, you might want to take a look at Scalyr’s offering, a comprehensive log management platform that can bring a lot of value to your 

Like this article? Follow us on LinkedIn, Twitter, YouTube or Facebook to see the content we post.
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